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Seed weight of larch from different provenances 
(Larix decidua Mill,) 
European larch (Larix: decidua hlill.) from different geographica1 
regions of its natural range of distribution varies in  seed ~veight.  
BOLTAHEL & LE~IOINE (1958) found that the thousand grain weight of 
pure seed (cf. RAI ,DWI~ 1942) in the various regions is very character- 
istic; for I'olish and Sudetian larch they give values of 3.32-3.91 
grams, for Eastern Alpine 4.21--6.33 grams and for Western Alpine 
larch 8.47-11.37 grams. These differences in  seed weight are rather 
distinct, despite the fact that they hare  been found-as far as  can be 
judged from the publication-for samples containing a n  unknown 
number of empty seeds. The empty seeds, which usually have about 70 
per cent of the weight of filled seeds, can influence the thousand 
grain weight differently, depending upon the extent to which they 
occur in lhe samples ( c l .  LIXNEMAXN & al. 1956). Therefore, for co111- 
paralivc analyses of thousana grain weight (shortened to TGW in  the 
test) ,  it is desirable to use the weight of either empty or filled seed5 
only. However, it is rather difficult to separate empty and filled seeds of 
larch, owing to the small difference in  their weight. In any case, the 
separation cannot be carried out with a seed biower, as is possible for 
Scots pine and Norway spruce, which have a relationship of about 1 : 3 
in the weight of empty and filled seeds (SIAIAIC 1953; VIXCEST 1965). For 
commercial separation of larch seed, special equipment has been con- 
structed (MESSER 1956 a ;  V I X C E K ~  1965). A simple method of s epa ra t in~  
empty and filled seeds is by floating them in  water; the latter sink 
earlier (SIMANCII~ 1962 and 1965). For research purposes, the empty 
and filled seeds can be distinguished from each other by sectioning 
(MESSER 1956 b ) .  However, this method i~ very time-consuming, and the 
seeds are lost. Empty and filled seeds can be precisely distinguished 
with the help of x-ray radiography ( S I M A I ~  c t  G u s ~ ~ ~ s s o s  1953). HEIIEX 
& S ~ ~ E G A A R D  (1962) have used this method for the determination of TGW 
of larch seeds from 43 provenances. As the empty and filled seeds arc 
the same size, it is also possible lo use the roluine or the length of pure 
seed as a criterion for the comparative study of pro\enances. In this 
way, T I I ~ I N  & MILLER (1964) analysed 26 provenances of Lnrim decidzm 
and found that those from lower altitudes had seeds with smaller 
volume (and lower TGIF7) tllan the ones from higher elevations. Similar 
results were also obtained by GENYS (1960) who ailalysed the weight of 
pure seed of 33 provenances. He wrote: "At present this variation must 
be regarded as phenotypic. As far as linown, there have been no critical 
experiments showing that high elevation sources produce larger seeds, 
if grown at low elevations." The variation in the length of larch seed 
from different sources has been studied by SINDELAR (1965 j. 
In the present investigation the various difficulties in the determi- 
nation of the TGW have been removed, beeping in  view the experience 
of the authors cited above. The analyses were carried out on a large 
material, the origin of mhich had been properly checked. TGW varia- 
tions were studied from genetical as well as from practical a5pects. 
The results are presented under the following headings: 
1. T G W  of filled, empty and insect-attacked seeds. 
2. TGW of filled seeds from autochthonous stands. 
3. TGW of filled seeds of individuals from different stands. 
4. TGW of filled and empty seeds in introduced proxnances with 
lillon n origin. 
Material 
Seed samples for investigation were obtained through forest institutes 
in the countries where larch grows. Consequently, the description of 
material may be considered as dependable. The origin of the provenan- 
ces has also been checked from the literature, as far as possible. Impor- 
tant details about the material studied are given in Tables 1 and 3. 
The seed collected during 1957-60 served for the laying out of pro- 
venance trials in Sweden from 1960 to 1962. 
Methods and Definitions 
In each provenance 200-400 seeds were studied. This number was 
found lo be adequate, because the separation of seeds into empty, filled 
and insect-attacked groups had been carried out accurately by x-ray 
radiography (Fig. 1). 
(a) Filled seeds are those ~vhich  contain both einbi yo and endosperm, 
visible on the radiograph. The investigation showed that all seed, irre- 
spective of origin, belonged to classes I11 A and IV A, according to the 
classification for Scots pine (M~LLER-OLSEN & S ~ n l a ~ i  1934). Such seeds 
haye well-developed endosperm and the embryo fills the embryo cavity 
length from 75 to 100 per cent. 
Fig. 1. I~at l iograpl~s  o l cinply, insect-attacked and filled seeds of Lcrrix d e c i d ~ ~ c ! .  
ern = embryo, en = cntlospe~m, sc = secd coal, ec = embrj-o cavity, la = 
1an-a. 
i h )  E m p t y  seeds have neither embryo nor endosperm. The radio- 
graph shows the seed coat only (class 0 in Scots pine). 
(c )  Insecf-attacked seeds contain insect-larvae in  them, visible on a 
radiograph. 
i d  Determination o[ TCm': The empty, filled and insect-attacked 
seeds of all the samples were dewinged uniformly before xveighing. 
Dcwinging n a s  carried out in such a way that ilotlling except that  
portion of lhe v ing  which is directly attached to the seed remained with 
it.  Seeds xvcre weighed with an  analytical balance accurate lo 10-"rams. 
i e )  Provenance denotes the locality of larch from ~vhicll the seed for 
analysis has been collected. Provenances can be autochthonous, intra- 
duced or unltno~vn. 
( f )  dzz tochthonoz~s  provenarzcc denotes thal locality ~ i -here  the larch 
in cpcstion is indigenous. 
( g )  Introdneed provename  is a foreign provenance introduced to a 
particular area. 
i 11) II'GT.17-frun~e of a region is demarcatcd by the minimum and tllc 
innuimuin 7'GW I alues of the analysed antochthonous provenances be- 
lensing to the region in question ( c f .  Table 2 ) .  
Results 
The autochthonous stands investigated here are divided into seven 
geographical regions (1-5, Table 1 and Fig. 2 ) .  Of these, Sos  1-4 are 
Fig. 2. Vertical and llorizonlal distribuiion of larch in its autochthonous area (shaded). 
+ a n d .  . . denote scatterecl occurrence. The height of each coluinn denotes the 
m a s i ~ n u m  elevation of t he  mountain massif in the  region in question. 
The figures in %bite rings give the serial numbers of provenances, in ordci LO 
altitude ( c f .  Table 1). 
isolated regions (Polish, Sudetian, Slovakian and Rumanian), and Kos 
3-7 (Eastern, Central and Western Alps) form n connected area of 
Alpine larch. The boundary between the Eastern and the Central Alpine 
regions is marked by the line going through Lake Como, Spliigenpass, 
Hinter Rhein, and the Bodensee. Between the Central and Western 
Alpine regions the borderline passes through the river Dora Baltea, St. 
Bernardo and the Rhhne. The average altitude of regions Nos 1-7 
increases from east to west (excluding Rumanian larch). 
The dislribution of larch for the regions (Fig. 2) is based on the fol- 
lowing literature : 
Region 1. SZAFER (1913); h I a u v ~  11932); BALUT (1062); I<ucasa 
(1966). 
2. K ~ i u s s  L! RIEDEI, (1936) ; RUBNEK (1943) ; Srarahr (1943) ; 
SINDEL \R (1959) ; N o z ~ c ~ i a  (1962). 
3. FCIIETE (r;. BLATTNY (1913); S I~ IAS (1943); RUBXER (1951); 
I<XAZOT.ICIIY (1934); S I ~ I . ~ I <  (1958 and 1961); HL\T'I'NI' (r;. 
STASTXI; (1959); STASTNY (1959). 
4. FEI~CTE & BLATTNI; (1913) ; GRINTESCU (1931). 
5. TSCHERJI-III (1935); MOIIAXDINI (1956 and 1959). 
6. B~;THI,ER (1886); HCSS (1942); SIXIAK (1960). 
7. FOURCHY (1952) ; B O U V . ~ E L  ( 1959). 
1 .  TGW of$lled, empty  and insect-attacked seeds 
The differences in  the weight of filled and empty seeds of a sample 
are shown in Table 1. When the weight of empty seeds is expressed as 
a percentage of that of filled seeds in  a sample, the following average 
d u e s  are obtained for the different regions: 
1. 67.7 per cent 3. 73.7 per cent 
2. 70.8 )> 6. 75.5 )> 
3. 67.3 )> 7.  75.6 )) 
4. 69.1 )) 
It seems from the abow ~ a l u c s  that larches of Alpine origin tend to 
ha le  relatively heavier empty seeds than those from the other re,' "ions. 
Seeds containing in5ect-larvae were chiefly found in  larches origina- 
ting from low altitudes (c f .  Table l ) .  On the average, the weight of such 
seeds was 74.4 per cent of that of filled ones. The corresponding ~ d u c  
for empty seeds of these samples was 69.2 per cent. 
The seed sample of each provenance was studied in detail radio- 
graphica l l~  and the amount of empty and insect-attacked seeds estima- 
ted. For filled seeds, the occurrence of different degrees of embryo 
de\elopment was noted. These results will he published in another 
paper. 
Table 1. Informatioil about the aatochtlionous stands and their seeds. 
Soles: 1. In a prownancc number the firsl ligurc a l \ ~ a y s  denotes the  geographical region. 
The other  TI-o lignres givc the  serial number of the provenance. 
2. Xsterislis n1:irl; those samples in n-hich insect larvae liavc been found. 
3. 'She figures in brackets after the locality name givc the  number at  \ ~ h i c h  the  
prorenmlcc in question is registered in Lhc I~lterilaliorlal Larcli P ro~cnancc  
Esp l .  1938/59. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  S a l ~ i n o ~ .  
. . . . . .  Chmelicncc (66). 
. . . . . . . . .  lpoltica (51). 
Dwzoviclia (59).  . . . . . .  
Stare Hory (67) . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  I'oclhailske. 
Cicrny \ ' ah .  . . . . . . . . . .  
Muran . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Slnolio\-cc (53).  . . . . . . .  
St. Plcso (52). . . . . . . . .  
1,ipLovslca Tcplic1;a (68: 
fiTaiiap. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4. Rumurlicm regior~ 
401 1isil;y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
402 Coltul Rosu.  . . . . . . . . . .  
-105 Uc l i  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
401 T,lnlca. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Prove- 
Ilallcc' 
S o .  
2. TGW o f j l l e d  seeds f r o m  autochthonous stands 
Longi- 
tude 
E. 
Locality 
The TG\T7s of provenances belonging to one geographical region are 
placed in T W - f r a m e s  in Fig. 3 ( c f .  Methods and Definitions). The 
lovest weight of filled seed-3.73 grams-was found in  Sndetian larch 
(203-Ikrlo\ice), and the highest--10.81  rams-in Western Alpine 
larch (504-Histola). 
There may be considerable variation in TGW within a geographical 
region (Table 2 ) .  For esamplc, in region 5, thc TGTTT varies from 3.44 to 
TG\Y in grains Lati- 
tude in 
Allilude 

Fig. 3. TG\\- variation of filled sceds nilhill and bel\\-ecn geograpl)ical regions of nuloch- 
lhonous larch. 
I11 region 7, for  iiislancc, llle six p ro~enances  S o s  702-707 (Dauphin- 
IJieinont) haye a higher TGW than  prorenance S o  701 (Ht. Saroie), 
vh i ch  can probably be ascribed to ihe  ecological differences between 
Fig. .I.  , \~c,ragc TG\Y of fillccl seeds for iso-aliiludc hells: up Lo 500 111, 501-1000 in, 
1001----I500 in, 1501-2000 nl in regions 1-7. I n  the frames aL the  Lop of the 
ligure is given the inasiinunl eleration of thc  inountain massif (inctrcs) for the 
rcgion in question. 
Qrn 
11-  
10- 
9 - 
8 - 
7 - 
6 - 
5 - 
4- 
3;, 
these two areas  ( c f .  BOUYAREL 1959). Anlong other factors, proyenancc 
No 701 lies 240 metres lower t h a n  the  lovest  provenance i n  the  group 
Dauphin-I'ielnont. 
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R ~ Q i o n  
Provenances which are located near each other but on opposite sides 
of the boundary line between two geographical regions, usually have 
similar TGWs. Examples of this are provenances 701-Charnonix and 
605-hlartigny, which are located only some ten kilometres from each 
other and which have TGW values of 8.73 and 8.58 grams, respectively. 
Of course, an  artificial border line between two regions does not neces- 
sarily signify differences in  biological and morphological characteristics 
of the larches situated on the two sides. 
In Polish larch, the provenances 102-Blizyn, 101-Grojec and 103- 
Sltarzysko form a group of classical stands from the central Polish 
inountains (Swietokrzyskie hlts. and their surroundings, the Eodz hills, 
the northern border of the Roztocze elevation; c f .  BALUT 1962). Their 
TGW varies from 3.78-4.25 grams. The fourth investigated provenance, 
104-Pieniny-identified as  Polish larch by SZAFER (1913)-lies iso- 
lated and to the south of the above-mentioned groups (c f .  1 b in  Fig. 2) .  
Its TGM-4.91 grains-is relatively high as compared with that of 
other Polish larches, and agrees more or less with that of the neigh- 
bouring Slovakian larch in  Tatra ( c f .  Fig. 3) .  Ecologically, too, Pieniny 
larch is a mountain type from higher elevations than that from Blizyn, 
Grojec and Skarzysko. 
For Slovakian larch two provenance groups can be distinguished 
where TGW is concerned. The provenances Nos 302, 303, 307, 308 have 
TGWs over 6 grams, whereas the corresponding values for the other 
group (provenances Nos 301, 304, 305, 306, 309, 310, 311 and 312) are 
around 5 grams. The differences i n  this respect between the two groups 
are distinct. 
When one compares the average altitude of the provenances with the 
average TGW in  each region on the basis of the data given in  Table 1, the 
following results are obtained: 
Table 2. Relationship hetveen TGW and aterage altitude of geogmphical regions. 
Geographical region 
No. 
of prove- 
nances 
1 Polish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2 Sudet ian . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  3 Slovakian 
4 Rumanian . . . . . . . . . . .  
5 Eastern Alps . . . . . . . . .  
6 Central Alps. . . . . . . . . .  
7 Western Alps. . . . . . . . .  
TGW 
Average 
The values given above show that there is a direct relationship be- 
tween the average al t i t~ldc of the regions and the average TGW of 
filled seeds. 
3. TGW ofJilled seeds of  individuals  f r o m  diflerent s tands 
For one provenance of Sudetian larch (Kuda n.hf. Long. 18" 37', lat. 
51" ll ' ,  alt. 500 m ) ,  seven provenances from Slovakia, Kos 302, 303, 304, 
305, 309, 310, 311, and three provenances from the Eastern Alps, Nos 
507, 508, 509, seeds from individual trees were obtained. On the basis of 
this material, the TGW variation anlong the individuals of a provenance 
and within tllc TGW-frame of a region can be studied. 
From Fig. 5 it  may be seen that the TGWs for some trees fall outside 
the corresponding TGW-frame. This is natural, because the TGW of a 
provenance has also an  internal variation caused by the TGW values of 
its individual trees. In addition to this variation, which i s  mathemat- 
ically explicable, it is necessary to take into account the other kinds of 
variation. The TGW values for five trees in the provenance Kuda n.M. 
are in this respect notem-orthy. Three of the trees have very low TGTITs, 
namely, 3.82, 4.04 and 4.09 grams, which correspond with the TGW- 
frame for Sudetian larch. The remaining two trees have unusually high 
TGWs, i.e. 7.27 and 7.28 grams, fitting more with the TGW-frame for 
region 5 or 6. 
As pointed out earlier, the Slovaliian larch has in its TGW-frame (Fig. 
3 )  two distinct groups of provenances, one with a high and the other 
with a low TGW. These differences are also noticeable in  Fig. 5. So, for 
example, eight trees from provenance 304-Brezovicka have TGWs 
hetween 4.45 and 5.19 grams, whereas seven trees of the provenance 
302-Chmelienec, not far away, have a considerably higher TGW, 
namely, between 5.69 and 7.13 grains. 
4. TGW o f  *filled and e m p t y  seeds in introduced provenances 
w i t h  k n o w n  origin 
For this investigation, seeds of some provenances from experimenta1 
plots and planted stands in  Czecho-Slovakia (CS), Deninark (DK), Ger- 
many (D),  Poland (Pl )  and S~veden (S) were obtained ( c f .  Table 3 ) .  
A comparison of TGW from the introduced provenances with the 
TGIT-frame of their origin (Fig. 6 )  shom-s that only the values for pro- 
venances Pl-18-1 and CS-16-6 fall ontside its frame. 
R u d a  302 303 3 0 4  305 309 310 311 507 508 509 
P r o v e n a n c e  
Fig. 5. TGW variation among the individuals wilhin a provenance and viillili TGW- 
frame of a region. The mean TGW values for provenances in this figure need not 
agree with those of the corrcsponcling prorenances in Fig. 3, 1,ccause 110th of Iheni 
represent seed material from differenl samples. 
In the p ro~enance  Bliihnbachtal lhere are tv-s-o TGVT values for com- 
parison, one-6.20 grams-(provenance D-04-5) after introduction to 
a n  altitude of 290 m in Germany ( S C I - I O ~ E I ~  & FROHLICH 19G'i), and the 
gm TGW 
blb 
1 2 4 5 6 7 5 7 
Region 
I:ig. G .  TGW of filled seeds in prowllances of knovn  origin, bnl: growing outside Lhe area 
of natnral dislribuiion of larch, in comparison with the  TGW-fmlnes. In  tlic 
frames only Llle serial numbers of provcnances are given (cf. Table 3). 
olher-6.28 grams-(pro~enance CS-12-5) after introduction lo an  
d t i tude  of 950 m in  Slovakia (STASTNY 1965). In spite of these environ- 
nleiltal differences, the TGWs in both cases remained almost the same 
Table 3. Provenances of known origin introduced into Czecho-Slovakia (CS), Denmark (DK), Germany (D) 
Poland (Pl) and Sweden (S). 
In prownance number the  letters denote the  counlry inlo which the  provenance in question 
has been introduced. 
The follox~ing tn.0 ligurcs give the  serial number of provenances. The lasl number after Lhe dash gives 
the  region from mhicll the  provenance originaled. 
Prov. 
S o .  
Origin of prorcnances Places of inlroduction 
Locali Ly 
uTyrolo 
Zagnansk 
\Yienerwaltl 
Bliihnbach la 
,) 
) 
111. Pallicr 
Eifischtal 
SL. Luc 
Urianqon 
))Tyrol* 
I3liihnbacl~ 
Lamerau 
hlurau Paal 
SLcinacll 
Gries 
Lijlschcntlial 
1,ysa Gora 
i) 
))Schlilze 
Agord 
Perginc 
Ponte1)ha 
Lultach 
Segonzano 
Saures 
Vallada 
Sexten 
Poco1 
Talent 
Scl~nials 
Eisacli 
Pretau 
Onnca 
Ccsan 
Soasca 
Pragelalo 
Scottish 
larch 
according Lo 
Schotle 
(1917) 
Localil y 
Ganlosc 
Nodelm 
Gahrcnber 
1) 
,, 
> 
>, 
B 
>i 
i) 
Sclilitz 
Podbanslit 
) 
,) 
) 
i) 
I iartuzy- 
Iiielpino 
Iiartuzy- 
Bilowo 
Bogcsund 
Bogesuncl 
i 
>) 
>, 
) 
j) 
,> 
,) 
i) 
i) 
,) 
> 
i) 
, 
i> 
1) 
\.ingAlter 
Lissjii 
Malteslloll 
Edsgatan 
Ekltcpigen 
Sltabersjij 
All. 
nl 
- 
5( 
4( 
29( 
) 
) 
ii 
ij 
i> 
) 
i) 
35( 
95( 
j) 
>> 
>) 
B 
-20( 
-20( 
3( 
3( 
i) 
i) 
i) 
) 
,) 
i) 
H 
H 
i) 
)) 
1) 
,! 
i) 
) 
i) 
i) 
41 
6! 
11( 
51 
14; 
41 
hit. stand 
Grafts 
from a 
prov. trial 
Prov. trial 
i) 
>i 
i) 
,) 
i) 
> 
i) 
hit. sland 
Prov. trial 
1941 
)) 
>) 
>) 
i) 
Regener- 
ation 
fr. cull. 
stands 
1) 
E sp .  plol 
Graf 1s 
i) 
) 
> 
1 
) 
B 
,, 
,) 
) 
i) 
>) 
i) 
,) 
) 
;rill. stand 
i) 
i, 
1) 
i) 
G\T1 
clucc 
illecl 
gm 
intro 
prov. 
- 
m p t y  
gin 
- 
3.98 
3.20 
3.89 
4.04 
4.44 
4.64 
5.81 
5.19 
6.21 
- F i . i l  
5.26 
5.01 
6.20 
4.53 
4.92 
6.65 
3.31 
3.28 
3.10 
4.60 
5.61 
5.15 
5.95 
5.78 
1.49 
4.48 
5.98 
4.88 
6.25 
5.58 
5.60 
6.04 
7.74 
8.01 
7.19 
6.98 
3.05 
4.97 
3.56 
3.86 
3.66 
4.66 
as that of the autochthonous stand-6.56 grams-(provenance So.  505, 
Table 1 ) .  
Of interest is the TGW of provenance DIi-02-1 (Table 3)  of Polish 
origin from Zagnansk, which mas planted in 1933 on a plot in  Ngdebo 
in  Denrnark ( c f .  G@HRN 1956). In 1951 some individuals of this prove- 
nance were grafted for a seed orchard, also situated in Denmark. TGW 
determinations on the seed from these grafts prove its Polish origin ( c f .  
Fig. 6) ,  in  spite of the climatic influence (introduction lo Denmark) 
and physiological influence (grafting). 
On the seed of grafts from 17 provenances S-20-5 to S-36-7, belonging 
lo regions 5 and 7, the influence of three different nlodificative factors 
on the TGW can be studied: (1) Introduction to Sweden. (2)  Grafting, 
and (3) Inbreeding. All seeds obtained from these grafts arc products of 
artificial inbreeding, and consequently, very few- filled seeds were 
obtained. Only some trees in  tn-o provenances, namely S-34-7 and S-36-7, 
bad relatixely high self-fertility and, therefore, enough filled seeds were 
available for estimation of their TGW. For  the remaining 15 samples, the 
TGM' of empty seeds had to be used for comparison, and for this 
purpose special TGVT-frames, based on the weight of empty seeds 
from autochthonous provenances, were prepared. Table 1 shows that 
the TGW-frame for empty seeds in  region 5 ranges from 3.73 to 6.20 
grams and in region 7 from 6.07 to 8.64 grams. Thc values in  Table 3 
show that only one sample, namely S-29-5, has a slightly higher TGMT 
than that permitted by the frame. 
No less interesting is provenance DIi-01-5, growing in Ganl@se, Den- 
mnrli. It is considcred to be the 5th or  the 6th generation of Tyrolian 
larch introduced into Denmark in 1760-1777 ( c f .  HOLTEN 1944). This 
larch, after g r o ~ ~ i n g  for 200 years in  Denmark, still produces seed the 
TGV' of which is characteristic for larch from Tyrol. 
The Tyrolian relationship is also s h o ~ ~ ~ n  by the TGW of larch seed 
Trom Schlitz (provenance D-11-5), the origin of which has been deter- 
mined by several authors from historical documents (IMMEL 1933; SCHO- 
RER 1935 a, b ) .  Provenance S-19-5 is the progeny of Schlitz which was 
planted in  1950 in a n  experimental plot near Stocliholn~ The TGW of 
lhis larch introduced to Sweden is lower than that of the mother stand 
in  Schlitz (5.79 and 6.47 grams respectively). However, the seed from 
Stockholm locality was collectecl in  June 1966, i.e. at  a time when most 
of the last year's seeds-and probably the heaviest-had been shed by 
the cones. In spite of this, the TGW value (5.79 grams) still lies within 
the TGW-frame for region 5. Similarly, the value for Schlitz larch (6.0 
gr:uns) in the diagram by HEII~FN & S ~ E G . L ~ I < D  (19G2), based on filled 
seed selected by x-ray radiography, also falls within the frame. 
The larch from Ikirtnzy in  the North of Poland (PI-17-1 and PI-18-1 ) 
should originate from Lysa Gora, where the centre of the natural distri- 
bution of Polish larch is situated. It is said that  larch seed v a s  brought 
and sown in Ih r tnzy  by nlonlts from a monastery situated at  Gory 
Swiatokrizske (Lysa Gora) . These monlts had wallied the long clistailce 
to receive absolution. One of the tested samples (PI-17-1) fits s ~ e l l  into 
the frame for Polish larch. The second one (Pl-18-1 ), however, lies 
slightly higher than the maximum value of the TGW-frame. 
A special group of larches in Table 3 (S-37-GB to S-42-GB) i \  formed 
by the TGW values of some Swedish stands which SCHOTTC (1917) 130s- 
tulated lo be of Scottish origin. But Scottish larch is also introduced 
chiefly from the Alps (OPPERMISN 1923) or from Sudeten (RUBSER 
1953). .1 critical survey of the origin of Scottish larch has also been 
given by R O B A I ~  (1946). Consecpently, heterogeneity in the character- 
istics of Scottish larch may be expected. For instance, E~\v i \ lms  (1953) 
found "very wide differences betn-een cones of different Scottish 
larches" and he lhinlis that "it seems unliltely that eren an  elaborate 
inrestigation would reveal any cone characteristics typical of Scottish 
larch". 
The TGW variation for the Scottish larch stands in  Sweden agrees 
with this view (Table 3 ) .  But this wriat ioa T T T O L I ~ ~  also fit well in the 
TGUT-frame of regions 3 and 4, with which the regions of Sudetian and 
Alpine larches orerlap. HOT\-ever, historically tl-rcre are no docuinents 
available to show that  in the last century regions 3 and 4 exported seed 
to Britain ( ~IACDONALD L! al. 1957). 
Discussion 
In this paper the results for Thousand Grain Weight (TGTS' 1 of filled 
seed from GG autochthonous and 42 introduced provenances of European 
larch ( l a r i x  decidrra hlill.) have been put forward. The TGn'  in the 
literature is often given in the form of tables, without much commenl, 
even though TGW deserves as  much attention as other characters 
studied i n  prouenance experiments. The relationships betveen TCm' and 
the origin of provenances can be of interest from practical a \  \\-ell a? 
from genetical point of view, as  has been shown in this paper. 
The area of distribution of European larch is divided into seven geo- 
graphical regions. The demarcation of regions \\-\-as based on thc amount 
and distribution of seed material arailahle. 'rhcrefore, thi5 di\ision 
should not he considered as a general biological classification of Larix 
dccid~r*.. A larger material might allow a more detailed dirision to be 
made: for instance the biological aspects of the classification of the 
Alpine larch, which according to WCTTSTEIN (1946) and RUBSER 
(1(354), has formed different ecotypes during the postglacial period, 
might also be included. 
Two important requirements for the study of TGW relationships are 
that the TGW is determined by a correct method, and tllai the selection 
of the material in  respect of the origin is done accurately. 
The WTYT alnes of larch seed g i ~  en in  most of the publications cannot 
usually be used for detailed studies. First, because in most cases, these 
denote the weight of pure seed (filled and empty seeds together), and 
secondly, since the dewinging of seed was not uniform. Both inadequa- 
cies in the procedure cause irregularities in  the TG\IT values. The radio- 
graphic inspeclion of seed and uniform dewinging, a s  in the present 
investigation, are the first steps towards tllc slandardised determina- 
Lion of TGTV. 
To give correct information about the origin of the inrestigated mate- 
rial is imporlank, even if i t  is often not an  easy task. This is because 
foreign larcl~es 11ai-e also been introduced into the area of natural distri- 
bution of larch, which lies in  ten countries (France, Italy, S~vitzerland, 
Germany, Austria, Yugosla~ia, Rumania, Czecho-Slovakia, Poland and 
USSR, c f .  Fig. 2) ,  and it is a problem today to identify their origin. 
hIoreover, not only is it difficult to obtain seed material for expcriinental 
purposes from some of these countrics, but also the inforination sup- 
plied ahout the material is oftcn inadequate, etc. A bcttcr cooperation 
in  this respect among the variou\ forest research institutions is 
needed. 
For cllccking the autochtbonity of niatcrial a certain amount of infor- 
niation is arailable i n  the literature, but even here there are difficulties. 
A typical example of this is the provenance Rnda (Fig. 5 ) ,  the seeds of 
which arc said to be of autocllthonous Sudetian larch. However, ihe big 
differences in TGW for the individuals give the impression that the origin 
is not so certain. Doxm (1930), KLIIU (1930), and HRUBP c% GOTTHARD 
(1934) consider that these stands are autochthonous. D o m s  (1930) even 
introduces a n e v  boianical name-Larix sudeticcr-on the basis of 
the study of larch in just these stands. This new species should, among 
other characters, ha l e  cones up to 5 cin in length, which has also been 
confirmed by I ~ I I ~ A  (1030). HRCBP c! GOTTHARD 11934) carried out a 
detailed analysis of characters, including conc size in  the Polish, tllc 
Alpine and thc Sudetian l a r c h e ~ .  The material for the last-named larch 
was collected in just these Ruda stands. They found that the Sudetian 
larch had the biggest cones (average length 33 m m )  of the three larches 
named above. hloreowr, the Sudetian larch possesses the largest vari- 
ability i n  the investigated characters of cones and needles. 
Many authors have objected to the character "big cone size" for Sude- 
tian larch. RUBNER & SVOBODA (1944), on the basis of a n  analysis of 33 
autochthonous larch provenances, found the average cone length to be 
21.6 mrn (16.0-30.3 nun) .  They question the autochthonity of the 
material used by HRUIIY & GOTTHAHD (1934) and write as  follows: 
". . das Material L a r k  sudetica ( k t )  ~vahrscheinlich eine hfischung von 
Zapfen aus heimischen und fremden Larchen." SIMAN (1943) also con- 
siders that the larch with big cones denoted by DOMIX as Lar ix  szzdetica 
is not autochthonous. I<LII~A (1930), while he assumes that the larch in 
Ruda is Sudetian, writes that there are big differences among the indi- 
viduals of the stand. In  autunln, some of the trees are still green, where- 
as  the others are yellow and shedding their needles. Thus he acltnow- 
ledges the heterogeneity of the stands. The introduction of Alpine larch 
into region 2 and its hybridisation with the Sudetian larch has been 
assumed, for instance, by DOMIN (1939) and SIMAN (1944). Also RUBSER 
(1943) describes and shows on a map the localities with doubtful and 
foreign larches in  the Sudetian region. One must therefore take into 
account that some of the larches denoted as Sudetian may be of foreign 
origin. Evidence for this is found in  England (personal observation), 
where the "Sudetian larch" g i ~  es very variable results on experimental 
plots (SIJIAIC 1955 a ) .  EDWARDS (1962 11.168) also writes: "Confusion has 
been caused by imports of larch labelled 'Sudeten' but collected in  
Silesia and other places, as some of these have resembled Alpine larch 
in their behaviour. Genuine Sudeten larch is difficult to obtain, as 
stands are mixed even in  the Sudetenland." 
In the literature one finds TG\I' values for Sudetian larch which are 
higher than 6 grams. Because this figure, in most cases, refers to the 
weight of pure seed (empty and filled seeds) the TGM' for the filled 
seeds must be higher. H o ~ v e ~ e r ,  it is difficult i n  such cases to decide, 
~vhether  it is a "false" Sudetian larch, or the seed has been insufficiently 
cleaned, etc. CIESLAR (1890) gives in  his Table X, p. 28, TGW values of 
good seed-"Tausendliorngewicht guter (in1 IVasser gesunltener) 
Kiirner g"-for four trees of the Sudetian larch from Freudental as 
5.094-7.032 grams. These ~ a l u e s  remind one of the TGW from the 
large-sized cones in Kuda. Also HEII~ES ck S @ I : G A ~ I I  (1962) have deter- 
mined the TGW of filled seed of Sudetian larch selected by x-ray radio- 
graphy and obtained a rather high figure. But in this case, one can 
observe from the data given that most of the investigated stands lie out- 
side the area of natural distribution of larch. 
On the basis of the arguments for and against, the possibility is not 
excluded that the two trees in  Ruda with high TGW (7.27 and 7.28 
grams)-Fig. 5-are the progeny of a n  Alpine larch, or hybrids be- 
tween Alpine and Sudetian larch, i n  which the high TGW has been pre- 
served. However, it will be necessary to make the TGW-frames for 
Sudetian larch based on a large material before the identification can be 
done accurately with the help of TGW. It is also of principal importance 
that the origin of such doubtful stands as  those in  Kuda is established 
with certainty, because on this the definite size of TGW-frame for Sude- 
tian larch depends. hlr SINDELAR (Prague) has informed me that he is 
writing a paper 011 the natural distribution of Sudetian larch. The prob- 
lem of the origin of this larch discussed above can, therefore, be left 
open until then. 
Some introduction of the Alpine larch to Slovakia (region 3) is men- 
tioned by BARTAK (1929). RUBXER & SVOBODA (1944) analysed cones 
frorn slopes of the Nizke Tatry and Velka Fatra, i.e. within the area of 
natural distribution of Slovaltian larch, and found that there were large 
variations in  the shape and size of the cones. On the basis of these 
characters the above authors want to separate the autochthonous from 
the introduced larches i n  the stands in question. Even the analysis of 
TGW in Fig. 3 for region 3 shows two different groups of larches, one 
with a high and the other with a lorn value. According to SIMAX (1944) 
the areas around Cierny Vah (provenances Nos 302, 303 and 307, the 
group with high T G W )  were planted with larch to obtain better shelter- 
ing of the pasture. It is possible that on this occasion a foreign larch 
could have been introduced into the area. This view- is also shared by Xlr 
STASTNY from Slovakia (personal coimnunication). Although it may be 
too much to postulate, on the basis of TGIT7 differences only, that the 
stands have been mixed, i t  is desirable to find a satisfactory explanation 
for this fact. If these stands are found, with absolute certainty, to be 
autochthonous, this will mean that TGW differences are a n  ecotypical 
character, which could be of great diagnostic value. All four provenances 
with high TGMT (Nos 302, 303, 307 and 308) belong to the ecotype" sub- 
tatrensis" (SIMAK 1943). The provenances in  the second group with l o ~ v  
TGW (excluding two provenances, Nos 305 and 311), fall in the ecotypes 
"tatrensis" and "sarisensis" (c f .  SIMAX 1943). However, it may be 
mentioned that in  the area of provenance 305-3. Hory, many foreign 
larches have been introduced (SIRTAX 1944; STASTNP 1954); thus the 
autochthonity of this provenance may be questionable. 
The TGIY values of the provenances ~vh ich  lie on the borders of the 
TGU7-frames of a region must be checked. For instance, there is no defi- 
nite proof for the autocl~lhonity of provenance 304-Brezovicl;:~ (with 
the lowest TGn7 a alue in region 3 ) .  Similarly, care is also necessary 01 er 
the R~zmanian larch (Figs 3 and 6)  for the origin of which no infor- 
mation i s  available. From the literature i t  is ltnown that  this larch i s  
niorpllologically very variable, so that some taxonomistr have idcn- 
tificd i t  as, I,arix decidua, others as  Larix  polonica or Larix  s i b i m a  
(GRINTESCU & A\TOSESCU 1924). However, on the basis of liaryological 
<tudies ( S ~ a r a ~ i  1962 and 1964) the provenances 402-Coltul Rosu-and 
403-Belis-belong lo the group of European larch (Lar ix  dccidua) .  
Coming lo the results of the present investigation, the first question 
is that of the weight relationship of filled, empty and insect-attaclied 
seeds. The small differences in the weight of empty and filled seeds 
found here agree with the studies of several worlters (MESSER 1958; 
DIECRCRT 1962, T'ISCEXT 1965). It is not lmown tvhy the relative weight 
of empty seeds seems to increase nit11 increasing altitude (page 7 ) .  It 
is necessary to have a larger material and to make comparative measure- 
nients (e.g. of the thicliness of seed coat, etc.), in order to find the 
explanation. In this connection, it is of interest to note that according to 
SCGER (cit. WIBECI~  1920), the testa of empty seeds has a differen1 
structure than that of the filled ones (also cf .  Fig. 1). A similar obser- 
lat ion was made by D O G R ~  (1966) in empty seeds of Abies pindlvzu. 
The insect-attacked seeds are only slightly heavier than the empty 
ones. The occurrence of insect larvae, chiefly in seeds from lower 
elevations, indicates similar specific ecological adaptation of insects, 
as  has been sho\vn in seeds of Picea abies ( S I ~ I ;  1955 a ) .  The srnalI 
differences in the weight oP empty, insect-attacked and filled seeds 
~ilalie seed cleaning difficult in  practice. 
Table 2 shows that provenances from regions with higher average 
elevation ha\-e also higher TGW. This may inclicate that larch is well- 
adapted Lo high altitudes mith severe climatic conditions, as far as 
seed development is concerned. Also, x-ray analyses of the filled larch 
seeds (SIJIAI~, unpublished) from high elevations did not show any 
noticeable differences in  the embryo and endosperm development. As 
against this, Scots pine growing in high altitudes near the Arctic 
Circle shows poor seed d e ~  elopment, although vegetatively, the trees 
flourish (SIMG C !  Gr-sr.wssos 1954). Such climatically modilied TGW 
values, as  in  Scots pine and in gorway spruce (c/. Asn~ lzs sos  1065), 
do not occur in larch seed. 
The results i11 'I'ahlc 2 and Figure 3 a l w  show tllnt the farther apart 
in a\ eragc altitude two geographical regions lie, the more significantly 
their TGWs differ from each other. Consequently, the lowest and the 
highest values of TGW are found in regions 1 and 7, respectively. In 
neighbonring regions, chiefly in  the Alps, the differences in  'I'G117 
are gradual-they show a clinal variation. 
Figure 4 d e s e r ~ e s  special attention. It shows lhat  larches from the 
same altitude but belonging to different geographical regions have 
different TGIY ~ a l u e s .  It seems that the higher the mountain massif 
in  a region, the greater is the T G W  for a particnlar altitnde. Of course, 
the "mountain inassif" which is considered responsible here for the 
TGM' nriation among the regions can be expressed by other factors, 
r . g .  geographical position, continentality of the locality, etc. For in- 
stance, S r s u c r ~ n  (1965 and 1866) has proved, that it is the latitude 
of the locality which iilfluences cone size, seed size and seed weight 
of European larch far more than the altitude does. He found a 
nega t i~e  correlation for latitude and a pos i t i~e  one for the altilude, 
expressed in parLia1 regression. 
'I'hc shape, size and TGW of larch seed are rather constant for an  
indi\idunl tree. This is because the seed coat and endosperm-as in 
all gym~losperms-(SIAIAI~ 1953 a )  are exclusixly produced by the 
mother tree. Only the embryo, ~vh ich  does 1101 appreciably influence 
Lhc weight, and not at  all the external characlers of the seed, is the 
result of the sexual union of the male and female gametes. No1 only 
for incti~idual trees, but also within a large population and in ge- 
o~rapll ical  regions, the TGV' falls within a certain weight range, as  
is shown by Figure 3. 
Of course, there are several external faclors vh ich  can modify the 
TGW of a tree. For example, the position of a tree in  a stand, the 
position of lllc cones in a tree crown, cone size, the position of the 
seed in  a conc, climatic and eclaphic factorq, the age of the Lree and 
the number of cones produced by a tree, etc. (VINCCYT 1930; 
T ~ s z ~ ~ ~ c n r c z  1931; i\Zcsscn 1956 b, 1958). But such a complex of 
modifying factors is included in the TG\TT range of a region, hecansc 
the TGIY-frames are construcled on the basis of the material ohlained 
during s e ~  era1 years and representing a n  average sample from inany 
Lrees. 
E\idence for the specificity and constancy of TGW is given 1,y the 
studies dcscribcd under heading 4. ahole. There it \\as shown by a 
number of examples that the TGUT does not change appreciably, in 
spite of the influence of a complex of modificali\e factors. An example 
of thi\  i \  pro\enance DIi-02-1 (Tal~le  3)  nhicll was inlrocluccd from 
Poland into Denmarli. It was sown there and the resulting plants s e r e  
used for grafting. The seed from these grafts still have the TGTV 
characteristic of Polish larch. It is lmown that the TGW of Scots 
pine seed would change considerably under such conditions (S I~ \ IAI~  
& G u s ~ a ~ s s o w  1954). The examples in Table 3, explained in detail 
under heading 4. above, show that the  TGTV of larch seed is ge- 
netically strongly fixed and only slightly modified by external factors. 
There is no evidence for RUBXEK & SVOBODA (1944) to suppose that 
the seed size (and consequently also the TGW) is not usable as a 
characteristic for distinguishing larch from different regions, because 
of the influence of external factors. 
Used in conjunction with other characters, e.g. size and shape of 
cones (RUBNER & SVOBODA 1944; SINDELAR 1966), number and shape 
of cone scales, number of needles on a brachiblast (HRUBS & GOTTHARD 
1934), colour of flowers (DOMIN 1939; DIECKERT 1962), colour of vood 
(SVOBODA 1939), type of bark (I<NAZOVICI~Y 1954) etc., TGW can serve 
as a diagnostic character for the identification of the origin of larch. 
The seed investigated here was primarily collected for prorenance 
experiments, and planted in different places in Sweden during the 
years 1960-62. The TGW studies were carried out only as a sideline. 
For a more detailed investigation of the TGW relationships, a larger 
material, well distributed over the various regions, would, of course, 
be necessary. If a sufficient nuinher of prorenances for each TGW- 
frame were available, it would be possible to calculate the statistical 
parameters for the frames, and the identification of the unlinown 
provenances could be carried out with the usual statistical methods. 
However, the supply of adequate material from each region requires 
a closer cooperation among the forest research workers in the area 
of natural distribution of larch. 
Summary 
Samples of 66 a ~ ~ t o c h t h o n o ~ ~ s  and 42 introduced provenances of 
Larix decidua were selected in respect of filled, empty and insect- 
attacked seeds v i t h  the help of x-ray radiography. Thousand Grain 
Weight (TGW) was determined for each of the abore seed types 
within a sample. Seed was uniformly dewinged before weighing. Both 
these nlethodical aspects, nanlely, the exact deternlination of the seed 
q ~ ~ a l i t y  and the uniforin dewinging of the inaterial, are basic re- 
q~ i re inen t s  for obtaining correct TGW values. 
In order to study the relationsl~ips between TGW and seed origin, 
111e localities of the :~utochthonous pro\ ellances \vere divided into seren 
geographical regions: 1. Polish, 2. Sudetian, 3. Slovakian, 4. Rumanian, 
3. Easlcrn Alpine, G .  Central Alpine, and 5. Western Alpine. The 
first  four regions lie isolated from one another,  herea as the remaining 
three form a continuous area of the  Alpine larch. The average altitude 
of lhe rcgions 1-7 increases from ea\t  to  wesl (excluding Rumanian 
larch) .  
For TGW of larch, the following relationships h a \ e  been iound:  
(1) TGW values of fillcd seed lie het~vcen 3.73-10.81 grams. 'There 
is :I direct relationship between the TGW and the average altitude of 
a ~.cgion. The differences among the regions a re  gradual, i . c .  the 
grealer the difference betmeen the  average al t i t~tdes of t\vo ge- 
ogr:~phic:d regions, the farlher aparl  lie the  TGW \ d u e s .  The TGW 
I'or a particular allitnde \ \as  found lo be greater the higher the 
inonntain inassif in  a region. 
( 2  The TG\TT of empty seeds is ahout 70 per cent of that  of filled 
ones. Therc was a tendency that  with increasing a l t i t ~ ~ d e  of the  
pro\en:lnces, lhe relatire weight of the empty seeds also increased. 
( 3 )  The  TG\V \ d u e  of insect-attacked seeds was about 74.4 pcr 
ccnl of tllal of fillcd oncs. The insect-attacked seeds occurred chiefly 
i n  the pro\.enances from lorn elel-ations. 
(41 The TGITT values do not change el en after lhe pro\enances have 
heen introduced into other localities. Thus, TGU7 is genelically 
\trongly fixed and  only slightly modified by external factors. 
The following coilclusioils can be d r a \ ~ n  from the results:  
The effect i~eness  of the  various methocls for separating the  empty 
and tllc insecl-attacked seeds from the  fillccl ones can easily he checlied 
1)y s-r:iy radiography. Of course, for practical purpose it is not 
necessary to  remove empty seeds froin the sample, if the  density of 
\oning is esti~ilatcd on the number of fillcd seeds. 
In l ien-  of lhe Sac1 that  TG1V \ d u e s  of larch seed from different 
geographical regions are constant and specific, they could he used as :I 
criterion for the  identification of Lhe origin of larch. Ho\rever, thc  
'r(;\T' \ariation among the regions has a c1in:il character. which makes 
it diflicult or impossible to  determine the origin of provenance 
inaterial lying on ihe bo~undary of two neighbouring regions. Chicfly 
in  :tcldition to  other characters (c.g. form and size of concs, coloar 
of flowers, etc. ), TGJV can hc useful for Lhe identification of Lhc 
origin of larch. For  carrying out the  identification tesl with the  help 
of TG\T, it  is necessary to  construct a standard TGW-frame for 
c:tch region, hasecl on a large and autochthonous seed material. 
I wish Lo cxpress illy sincere gratitude to my  friend Stefan Iiocieclii, 
IVarsaw, who helped me to work out a great deal of the seed material 
investigated here during his visit in summer 1039 to the Department 
of Genetics of the then Forest Research Institute, Stocliholm. 
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Samman fattning 
Frovikt hos lark av olika provenienser (Larix decidua Mill.) 
Liirkfro f r h  66 autoktona och 42 introcluceracle provenienser liar ined ront- 
genografisk metod uppdelats i fyllda, tomnia och insektsangripna fron. Tu- 
senliornvikten (TCM') faststklldes for r a r  ocll en av de ovannamnd:~ froty- 
pcrna inom ett yrov. Frona avvingades likartat fore viigningen. BBda dessa 
nietodiska forfaranden, n h l i g e n  esalit bestiimning av frokraliteten ocll 
likartad avvingning a\. materialet, iir niidriindiga for att erhBlla korrekta 
TGW-viirden. 
Sanibandet mellan T G n '  ocli froets ursprung 1x11- studerats i foljande sju 
geografislia regioner: 1. polsk; 2. sucletisli; 3. slovakisk; 4.  rumiinsk; 5. ost- 
alpin; 6. central-alpin; i, riist-alpin. De Iyra forsta regionerna ligger iso- 
leradc frdn varandra under det att de tre andra bildar en sammanh8ngandc.ml1angande 
areal av alpin liirli. Mcdelaltituden i regionerna 1-7 okar f r h  6st till vhst. 
Retriiffande TGTY h a r  foljande samband franikommit: 
(1)  TGW-riirdena fiir fyllt fro ligger inellan 3,73 ocli 10,51 gram. Ett 
lilart positivt samband n~el lan  TG\\' ocii inedelaltituden i en region fore- 
finnes. Skillnaderna mellan regionerna forloper gradvist, dvs. ju storrc 
skillnaden i n~edelaltituden mellan tvti gcografiska regioner iir desto mera 
skiljs TGW-viirdena Bt. TGW-vzrdet for en viss liojd ha r  befunnits vara 
storre ju hogre inedelaltituden i regionen ifrBga iir. 
(2)  TGIY 110s toimna fron utgiir ca 70 5; a r  viirdet for de fyllda froria. Den 
relativa vikten av tomma fron tycks olia ju hogre upp prowniensen Rr be- 
liigen. 
(3)  TG\\'-viirdet 110s inselitsangripna iron utgjorde ca 75 % aav de fyllda 
fronas TGW-viirclc. Insektsangripna fro11 fiirekom lluvudsakligen i pro- 
renienserna Iran lBgrc nirt"\er. 
( 4 )  Provenienscrnas introducering i anrlra inera avliigsna lokaler for- 
iindrar icke TGW-viirdena. AlltsB a r  TGIY sB starkt genetiskt f iserad att den 
cndast obetydligt foriindras genom mi1jol)yte. 
Ar resultaten ltan f6ljancle slutsatser dragas: 
Effelitiriteten : t r  olika metoder for skiljande av tomma och inscktsangripna 
fro11 f r h  fyllda kan liitt ltontrolleras pd rontgenografisk riig. Naturligb7is 
iir det i praktiken inte nodviindigt att avliigsn:~ tomma fron frBn prore t ;  
s:iddtiitheten kan anpassas direkt cfter den riintgenografiskt bestiinida pro- 
centen fyllila friin. 
Ned h i i n s p  till att TG\\'-viirdcna for liirltfrii frAn olika geografiska regioner 
iir specifika ocli konstanta, sliulle de ltunna utgBra ett kriteriunl >-id identi- 
fieringen a r  liirlifriiets liiirliomst. Enlellertid iir TGW-variationen inellan re- 
gionerna av klinal karaktiir, villtet giir (let s v h t  eller rent av omojligt att 
115 detta siitt faststiilla prorcniensernas ursprung, om ile hiirstammar f r h  
niirbeliigna regioner. I s&dana fall kan TGW anriindas tillsamulans med andra 
egenskaper (t. ex. form ocll storlek hos kottarna, blomfiirg etc.) for att 
untlerliitta identificringen. Fiir TGW-test Rr {let naturligtvis niidviindigt att 
Itonstruera en standard DTGW-raim for w r j e  region, baserad 11% ett stort 
ocll aatoktont fromaterial. 
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